When evaluating a newly developed statistical test, the first step is to check its type 1 error (T1E) control using simulations. This is often achieved by the standard simulation design S0 under the so-called 'theoretical' null of no association. In practice, whole-genome association analyses scan through a large number of genetic markers (Gs) for the ones associated with an outcome of interest (Y ), where Y comes from an unknown alternative while the majority of Gs are not associated with Y , that is under the 'empirical' null. This reality can be better represented by two other simulation designs, where design S1.1 simulates Y from an alternative model based on G then evaluates its association with independently generated G new , while design S1.2 evaluates the association between permutated Y perm and G. More than a decade ago, Efron (2004) has noted the important distinction between the 'theoretical' and 'empirical' null in false discovery rate control. Using scale tests for variance heterogeneity and location tests of interaction effect as two examples, here we show that not all null simulation designs are equal. In examining the accuracy of a likelihood ratio test, while simulation design S0 shows the method has the correct T1E control, designs S1.1 and S1.2 suggest otherwise with empirical T1E values of 0.07 for the 0.05 nominal level. And the inflation becomes more severe at the tail and does not diminish as sample size increases. This is an important observation that calls for new practices for methods evaluation and interpretation of T1E control.
Introduction
Type 1 error (T1E) control evaluation using simulations is always the first step in understanding the performance of any newly developed statistical test. To formulate the problem more precisely, let us consider the current large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS) or next-generation sequencing (NGS) studies of complex and heritable traits. These studies scan through millions or more genetic markers (Gs) across the genome for the ones associated with a trait of interest (Y ), while accounting for environmental effects. Many Y -G association tests have been developed, and they often require the assumption of (approximately) normally distributed errors to maintain T1E accuracy, with some being more robust than others. For example, Bartlett test for variance heterogeneity has been shown to have large inflated T1E rates when the error term e follows a t- Standard T1E simulation design, denoted as S0, generates phenotype data Y 0 ∼ e under the 'theoretical' null model of no association, then independently generates genotype data G and estimates the empirical T1E rate from Y 0 ∼ G + ; for notation simplicity and without loss of generality, intercept and additional covariates Zs are omitted from the conceptual expression of the regression model. A method is generally considered sound if T1E is well controlled under the e ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) assumption, and robustness is then evaluated by assuming other distribution forms for e. Given statistical accuracy of T1E control, statistical efficiency in terms of power will be studied by generating phenotype under an alternative, Y 1 ∼ G + e, and often it is assumed that e ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
In practice, GWAS and NGS receive an empirical Y that comes from an unknown alternative, and a large number of Gs of which the majority are not associated with Y . That is, most Y -G association pairs are in fact under the 'empirical' null. Now consider two alternative simulation designs to evaluate T1E control. Design S1. ∼ G + . A important question can then be asked as to whether the S1.1 and S1.2 designs lead to similar T1E conclusion as the S0 design. In particular, even if the e ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) assumption was true and a test appeared to be accurate based on the S0 evaluation, do we expect it to perform well in real data which are better represented by the S1.1 and S1.2 simulation designs; note that Y 1 is in contrast to Y 0 and may or may be normally distributed.
The answer would depend on the type of test statistics used.
Efron (2004) has brought up the discussion of the 'theoretical' vs. 'empirical' null more than a decade ago. Focusing on controlling the false discovery rate (FDR), Efron (2004) outlined several possible sources of non-normality including unobserved covariates and hidden correlation, and he
proposed an empirical Bayes approach to the problem. Here, we study the practical implications of T1E evaluation based on the the commonly used 'theoretical' null simulation design S0 in the context of whole-genome scans. We show that while a method may appear to be accurate under S0
and assuming normality, it can have incorrect T1E rates under the 'empirical' null of S1.1 or S1.2 and also 'assuming normality'. The fundamental cause of the discrenpancy is that, in evaluating Inference of scale parameters is generally more sensitive than that of location parameters (Khan and Rayner, 2003) . Thus, the distinction between the 'theoretical' and 'empirical' null can be particularly consequential for these emerging association tests that are designed to improve power by going beyond the first moment. In this work, we reveal the existing problems in T1E evaluation based on the 'theoretical' null simulation design S0. We show that (1) a T1E conclusion drawn from S0 could be different from the two alternative 'empirical' null simulation designs S1.1 and S1.2; (2)
The T1E discrepancy can remain as sample size increases; (3) The T1E issue may be more severe at the tail.
In some settings, the 'theoretical' vs. 'empirical' null can also affect inference of location parameters in a regression, in addition to the better known cause of mean or variance model mis- In what follows, we first describe in Section 2 the scale tests to be investigated and the three simulation designs, S0, S1.1 and S1.2. We then provide numerical results from extensive simulation studies in Section 3, together with direct location tests for main and interaction effects. Importantly, we note that even if the departure from normality is generally minor in practice and appears to pass standard diagnostic tests for non-normality, the different null simulation designs can still noticeably affect conclusion regarding T1E control for some tests. Finally, in Section 4, we remark that future T1E evaluation and interpretation should go beyond the traditional 'theoretical' null and adopt the alternative 'empirical' null simulation designs.
Methods
For association study of a complex trait Y using a sample of size n, we first define genotype data G i for individual i at each SNP under the study. As in tradition, G i denotes the number of copies of the minor allele, coded additively as G i = 0, 1 and 2. And G i is assumed to come from a multinomial
, where f is minor allele frequency, MAF.
The analytical context of using scale tests to detect SNP G that influences variance of trait Y is the following. Suppose the true generating model is
and suppose information regarding E was not collected, then the working model can only account for the main effect of G. However, it is straightforward to show that variances of Y stratified by the three genotype groups of G differ if
Thus, when E is missing and direct interaction modelling is not feasible, scale tests can be utilized to 
and conduct the corresponding LRT for
. The corresponding test statistic LRT v is asymptotically χ control. However, we show in the following that although this conclusion is analytically correct under the 'theoretical' null, it can be invalid when the method is applied to whole-genome scans which are better represented by the 'empirical' null.
[ Table 1 here] Table 1 Thus, tests thought to be accurate based on S0 may have T1E issues based on S1.1 and S1.2, depending on the weighting factors and the means and variances of individual normal distributions.
For example, LRT v , the LRT statistics for variance heterogeneity can be shown to be asymptotically equal to the weighted sum of independent χ . Thus, before the simulation study in the next section, we shall expect that LRT v will have T1E issue when the simulated data is not normally distributed marginally.
Assume that E was known, we can then directly test the interaction effect β GE using classical likelihood ratio test (LRT β GE ) or the score test (Score β GE ) based on model (1) . In that case, it is straightforward to define the 'empirical' null design. That is, we first simulate 
There are a number of 'theoretical' null designs possible. 
Simulations
For evaluating scale tests for variance heterogeneity, we considered two modelling frameworks adopted, (2013) used model (1) to indirectly simulate variance heterogeneity that has better genetic epidemiology interpretation, because the size of β GE corresponds to power of scale tests under alternatives.
Assume that E was known, model (1) also allows us to evaluate T1E control for our second study of directly testing for the interaction effect β GE . Conveniently, the corresponding 'empirical' null model S0 in Table 2 , Y 0 = β E E + e, is conceptually the same as the simulation model I of Rao and Province (2016), except E was G non−repeating .
[ Table 2 here]
For each parameter value combination in Table 2 , instead of studying power, we focused on evaluating T1E control of the LRT and Levene's scale tests for variance heterogeneity, and location tests for interaction effect, by contrasting the proposed 'empirical' null with the previously considered 'theoretical' null. We first generated genotype and phenotype data for G, G new , (and E if needed),
as described in Tables 1 and 2 . We focus on the nrep.in × nrep.out double-loop implementation, but we note that the single loop design leads to the same conclusion as long as the total number of replicates is large (results not shown).
First, assume that information regarding E was not collected in practice, we applied the scale tests, LRT v and Levene, using the following working models,
That is, we tested V ar(Y 0 |G) across G under the 'theoretical' null of no association of S0, and
|G) across G under the 'empirical' null of no association of, respectively, S1.1 and S1.2. We recorded the empirical T1E rates for each setting and bolded in red colour the ones that exceed the α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in range, where α is the nominal T1E rate and rep.in is the number of simulation replicates used to estimate the empirical T1E rate for each of the rep.out replicates. Thus, α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in is a conservative interval.
For completeness, we also kept the results of location tests (LRT m and Score m ) for testing mean differences in Y across G, similarly contrasting the 'theoretical' null design of S0 with the alternative 'empirical' null designs of S1.1 and S1.2.
Revisiting the subtle dependency issue between interaction tests examined by Rao and Province (2016), we then assumed that E was available. That is, we tested
E +e using the likelihood ratio test (LRT β GE ) and the score test (Score β GE ). However, S0 evaluated the association between Y 0 and G × E under the conventional 'theoretical' null design, while S1.1 examined Y 1 and G new × E, and S1.2 studied Y
Results
As expected from the analytical insights, results in Table 3 show that while location tests for phenotypical mean differences (LRT m and Score m ) are generally robust to the choice of 'theoretical' (S0) vs. 'empirical' (S1.1 or S1.2) null, it is not the case for the LRT scale test (LRT v ) for variance heterogeneity; the empirical T1E rates of Levene's test were slightly deflated but not significantly.
Different choice of the null lead to different conclusions regarding the accuracy of LRT v . For example, simulation design S0 shows LRT v has the correct T1E control across the parameter values considered, but designs S1.1 and S1.2 suggest otherwise with empirical T1E values of 0.07 for the nominal α = 0.05 level for some settings. While the increased T1E rates under the S1.1 and S1.2 'empirical' null designs appear to be mild and occur in extreme models (i.e. large un-modelled β GE GxE interaction effect), results in Table 4 demonstrate that the T1E issue under the 'empirical' null simulation designs of S1.1 and S1.2 can be more severe at the tail. For example, for the nominal α = 1 × 10 −5 level, the empirical T1E rate can be as high as 11.5 × 10 Table 5 confirm that increasing sample size n (from 10 3 to 10 4 ) does not mitigate the discrepancy in T1E conclusion drawn from the 'theoretical' vs. 'empirical' null. The root cause is that Y 1 marginally is not normally distributed, even if it was generated (conditional on the true G) using a normally distributed error e term.
[ Table 3 here]
[ Table 4 here]
[ Table 5 here]
In practice, it is routine (and recommended) to display and examine the empirical distribution of a trait under the study. However, Figure 1 shows that even under the most extreme setting where β GE = 1, the marginal histogram of Y appears to be approximately normal visually, unless a formal diagnostic test for normality was conducted. The slightly right-skewed empirical distribution of Y is the result of mixing six conditional distributions of Y , each perfectly normally distributed conditional on the causal G and E; this is the key difference between the 'theoretical' and 'empirical' null simulation designs, regardless of the sample size. For a less extreme case where β GE = 0.2, although both the histogram and Q-Q plot ( Figure S1 ) suggest that normal distribution is a good fit (passing the Shapiro-Wilk normality test), the T1E discrepancy between the 'theoretical' and 'empirical' null remains albeit less severe as shown in Table 3 and Figure S2 .
[ Figure 1 here]
[ Figure 2 here]
The asymptotic distribution of LRT v under the 'empirical' null is a weighted sum of χ In testing the interaction effect β GE (β GGnon−repeating to be more precise), Rao and Province (2016) used the classical 'theoretical' null simulation design considering both S0.1 (without the main G effect) and S0.2 (with the main G effect). Regardless, Figures 1B-1C of Rao and Province (2016) showed that the variation in the resulting λ GC was substantially bigger when testing β GE than testing β G . And their Figures 1D and 1E demonstrated that the variation diminishes as sample size increases. However, we note that this observation was made before averaging across the 414 simulated interaction scans/datasets; each scan contained 20,000 SNPs from which a λ GC value was estimated.
[ Table 6 here]
The results of Rao and Province (2016) are consistent with ours shown in Figure S5 . Figure S5 showed that scan-specific estimated T1E rates are indeed variable and become less so as sample size increases; 100 GxE interaction scans of 10 5 SNPs each. However, it is important to note that the average T1E rate across nrep.out simulated scans reflects better the long-run behaviour of a method. Alternatively, assume nrep.out = 1, increasing the number of SNPs (i.e. the size of nrep.in) will decrease the sampling variation inherent in estimating T1E based on simulation studies. Indeed, results in Table 6 show that the T1E rate of testing β GE , estimated from 10 5 × 100 (nrep.in × nrep.out) simulated replicates, is well controlled under the conventional 'theoretical' (S0) null simulation design. But, this is not the case for the 'empirical' (S1.1 or S1.2) null simulation designs. Similar to the LRT v scale test for variance heterogeneity, the discrepancy between two types of designs becomes more prominent at the tail and persists as sample increases (Table 6 ).
Discussion
In this article, we highlight the importance of distinguishing the 'theoretical' and 'empirical' null distributions, first noted by Efron (2004) , in a different application context. Focusing on scale tests for variance heterogeneity and through simulation studies, we showed that conclusions of type 1 error control of a statistical test could differ depending on the choice of the null. For example, the LRT variance test appears to be accurate under the 'theoretical' null but invalid under the 'empirical' null (Tables 3, 4 and 5, and Figure S2 ). Although the error term for generating the phenotype or outcome data was assumed to be normally distributed, the increased T1E rates under the 'empirical' null are, fundamentally, attributed to sensitivity of LRT v to departure from normality, because the marginal distribution of the empirical outcome data was not normal (Figures 1 and S1) . Thus, tests
shown to be sensitive to the assumption of normality are particularly vulnerable when applied to real data that are better represented by the 'empirical' null than the 'theoretical' null.
In practice, investigators often rely on visual inspection of histograms of outcome data as illus- ; the actual application was a joint LRT m and LRT v test but the T1E issue was due to the LRT v component. Furthermore, for data appear to deviate from normal such as that in Figure 1 , even if investigators chose to perform some standard normal transformations, the T1E issue can persist. For example, let us consider the phenotype data simulated based on Aschard's genetic model, as described in Table 2 where β GE = 1 (Figure 1 ). After square-root or log transformations (Goh and Yap 2009), although the empirical marginal distribution of the phenotype improved as expected ( Figure S3 ), the severity of T1E inflation of LRT v in fact worsened under the 'empirical' S1.1 and S1.2 null ( Figure S4 ).
Beyond scale test of variance heterogeneity, Voorman et al. (2011) showed that spurious false positives can occur in genome-wide scans for GxE interactions, particularly in the presence of model mis-specification. And Rao and Province (2016) also presented inflated/deflated genomic inflation factors in a GxG interaction scan when one SNP is anchored (i.e. GxG non−repeating ), using the conventional 'theoretical' null simulation design without any apparent model mis-specification. In our simulation studies, the situation when E was assumed available for direct modelling of the interaction term is similar to the dependency case examined previously. We note that the large variation in λ GC estimate demonstrated by Rao and Province (2016) corresponds to the sampling variation inherent in estimating T1E rate from nrep.in replicates/SNPs across nrep.out replicates.
This, however, does not translate to T1E issue based on the classical frequentist interpretation.
Results in Table 6 show that, similar to scale test of variance, T1E conclusion for location test of interaction effect β GE is sensitive to the choice of 'theoretical' S0 vs. 'empirical' S1.1 or S1.2 null simulation designs. Theoretical justifications are provided in Section 3 of the Supplementary Materials.
In practice, permutation-based method must be carried out carefully, for example, in the presence of sample correlation (Abney 2015) . Thus, the 'empirical' S1.1 design is perhaps earlier to implement than S1.2. For direct testing of the interaction effect β GE , the different 'theoretical' null designs (i.e. S0.1 without vs. S0.2 with main G effect) did not lead to different T1E conclusions.
To conclude, although we only presented two examples (i.e. scale tests for variance heterogeneity and location tests of interaction effects), the findings here have important implications for future evaluation of type 1 error control and interpretation. The newer test statistics being developed are increasingly complex, often going beyond the first moment such as the scale tests studied here, or beyond single variant approaches such as pathway and data integration analyses that have yet to be examined. Conventional simulation design S0 under the 'theoretical' null can lead to misleading conclusion regarding the accuracy of a test. The alternative simulation designs S1.1 and S1.2 under the 'empirical' null, on the other hand, can reveal the true behaviour of a test when applied to real data. (2016), except E was G non−repeating . T1E rate is first estimated from nrep.in simulation replicates in an inner loop (similar to one whole-genome scan), then averaged over nrep.out simulation replicates in an outer loop.
Tables and Figures
S0: 'Theoretical' Null G Y 0 ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ) Y 0 |= G Y 0 normal S1.1: 'Empirical' Null G Y 1 |G ∼ N (µ, σ 2 G ) Y 1 |= G new Y 1 not normal G new |= G S1.2: 'Empirical' Null G Y 1 |G ∼ N (µ, σ 2 G ) Y perm 1 |= G Y perm 1 not normal permute Y 1 : Y perm 1
Directly introduce
Indirectly introduce variance heterogeneity by σ Or, Directly test β GE (assuming E was available)
Alternative Models nrep.out=100 nrep.out=100 Alternative empirical Y 1 data were generated using the Aschard's genetic model as described in Table 2 . Empirical T1E rates outside α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in are bolded in red. Alternative empirical Y 1 data were generated using the Aschard's genetic model as described in Table 2 , focusing on the extreme case of large interaction effect, β GE = 1. Empirical T1E rates outside α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in are boded in red. Table 5 : Empirical T1E rates of LRT m and Score m location tests for mean difference in Y across the three G groups, and of LRT v and Levene scale tests for variance difference in Y , based on the 'theoretical' null design of S0 and the alternative 'empirical' null designs of S1.1 and S1.2. Alternative empirical Y 1 data were generated using the Cao's genetic model as described in Table 2 , and using two difference sample sizes of n = 10 3 and 10 4 . Empirical T1E rates outside α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in are bolded in red. Table 6 : Empirical T1E rates of LRT β GE and Score β GE location tests of the interaction coefficient β GE for the G × E interaction term in a regression, based on the 'theoretical' null design of S0 and the alternative 'empirical' null designs of S1.1 and S1.2. Alternative empirical Y 1 data were generated using the Aschard's genetic model as described in Table 2 when β GE = 1, but E was assumed to be known in this case and direction interaction modelling was possible. Empirical T1E rates outside α ± 3 α × (1 − α)/nrep.in are bolded in red. LRT (β GE ) S0 Table 2 when β GE = 1. 
